Tweets from a reporter

Lucho is a journalist who works for Tele SUR English TV in Ecuador. He has been very busy reporting on Twitter about the earthquake from Manabi, the most affected area.

A. Lucho_teleSUR
@Lucho_teleSUR
9h9 hours ago
Long lines at gas stations, people seem to be filling up out of precaution as no reports of fuel shortages yet

C. Lucho_teleSUR @Lucho_teleSUR

Every so often we run into a scene like this, crews clearing roads after earthquake
#sismoecuador

Lucho_teleSUR @Lucho_teleSUR Apr 17
Another example of damaged roads here in Ecuador post earthquake

g eo graph y.org.uk
An example of one of the many landslides affecting roads throughout Ecuador, outside town of Pilaló.
Student activity

Think of three questions you would like to ask Lucho about the disaster then answer the questions as Lucho. Use the resources here and any other research you feel you need to do.